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Are we making books?
The Future Architecture platform is exploring the future of architecture.

Archifutures explores the future of architecture publishing.
How knowledge is created, shared and discussed?
How to influence or impact on architectural contemporary discourse?
Polemical Print

When paper was the most radical architectural material of all
Getting information off the Internet is like taking a drink from a fire hydrant.

Mitchell Kapor
Protect me from what Amazon suggests I want
CREATING AWARENESS ON THE WORLD WE LIVE IN

OTHER SPACES NEW CRITICISM
CO-CRITICISM
DEBATE
DISCUSSION
NETWORKS

COLLECTIVE CRITICISM
IS THIS ARCHITECTURE CRITICISM?

[NET]WORKED ARCHITECTURE
ON THE IMPORTANCE OF HOW STORIES ARE BEING TOLD

CREATING OTHER NARRATIVES
Archifutures

Archifutures is the publishing project that accompany the activities of the Future Architecture platform, a multi volume field guide to the future of architecture.

Archifutures merges the possibilities of critical editorial, innovative printing, and active user intervention. The collection maps contemporary architectural practice and urban planning, presented through the words and ideas of some of its key players and change-makers. From institutions, activists, thinkers, curators and architects to urban bloggers, polemics, critics and publishers, Archifutures presents the people shaping tomorrow’s architecture and cities – and thereby helping to shape our societies of the future as well.

Edited by &beyond and published by dpr-barcelona.
Archifutures is an open publishing repository, developed to provoke networked debate on the topics selected by the editors, linked to FAp activities and the work of young creatives selected.
This open bookshelf will make the Future Architecture platform contents fully accessible by means of online reading, download and the print on demand of personal compilations.
Archifutures
AN OPEN REPOSITORY

SECOND YEAR ROUND

1. OPEN PUBLISHING WEB TOOL.
A digital POD bookshelf to display the contributions to FAp arranged by multi categories.

BRIDGE TO PRINT ON DEMAND SERVICE

SINGLE UNIQUE COMPILATIONS


FURTHER ROUNDS

1. OPEN PUBLISHING WEB TOOL.
A digital POD bookshelf to display the contributions to FAp arranged by multi categories.

2. ANALYTICAL TOOL.
Constructive feedback and qualitative data additions on the impact of the contents via user/participant interactions

DATA USABILITY:
- Define activities and promote data sharing and re-use by researchers on architecture.
- Generate special collections around popular topics revealed by datasets.
- Support funding proposals.
Yes we're making books!
Beyond the Biennial Bubble

Three festivals, three approaches
“The driving force is to provide a medium for boosting architectural consciousness and as a consequence the sense of responsibility for our common spaces, heritage or environment.”
Where Have All the Flowers Gone?

Architecture after the future

By Ana Jeinić
Piketty has been viewed as a Marxist. This is wrong. Where Marx saw social relationships and class struggles, Piketty sees only economic categories: wealth and income. Marx envisaged proletarian rule through revolution. Piketty’s views are rather apolitical. Indeed, if Piketty’s analysis is at all political, it is only because he recognises the relevance of political choices in the context of signalling capital’s natural tendency towards inequality, which is best countered when the opposition between political sides is prolonged without end. In this view, the emancipating achievements of the twentieth century owe their existence largely to a contest between opposing political camps and would last only as long as victory for any one party is suspended.

Thus does the concept of struggle itself move to the centre, not as struggle between social classes, but as a form of necessary agonistic pressure on the system... perhaps even an indispensable part of the system itself, one that can never relent if the system is to remain progressive. "Except in struggle, there is no more beauty", wrote the Futurist Marinetti, followed by: "No masterpiece without an aggressive character."

Also here an interesting echo with the Modern Movement emerges. Modern architecture is invariably considered to be political, but by and large its political life has proved promiscuous. Italian Fascism was a sponsor of Modern architecture, as was Communism until Stalin. Le Corbusier served both the USSR and the Vichy regime. It is mostly in a desire to overthrow the old that commonalities between these systems can be found: a shared belief that whatever the consequences of action are, the consequences of inaction would be greater. In hindsight then, the social
But the fascination with ruination doesn’t stop with contemplation, it has affected renovations and even new constructions as well.

“Decay sells well.”

This is how the architectural profession has acknowledged and utilised the speculative appeal of destruction and decay. Gentrification projects mostly happen in former industrial areas for a reason. A broken window here, a rusty crane there, an empty industrial hall with railroad tracks in the middle – decay sells well. For these buildings with carefully preserved or even reconstructed

traces of abandonment are at the same time some of the most expensive real-estate, occupied by multinational companies. “shabby chic” coffee houses and luxury industrial lofts. Keeping an old structure seemingly abandoned, whilst at the same time occupying it with new functions, captures and expands the aesthetic sensation into the realm of uncanny. An architect in this context has become a necromancer, conjuring uncertainty: “whether an apparently animate being is really alive; or conversely, whether a lifeless object might not be in fact animate”? Switch the term “being” with “object” and you get the explanation of the fascination with post-industrial gentrification in a nutshell.

But the ruin is an ultimately ambiguous object; its allegiance tends to shift when one is not looking. Its meaning turns out to be impossible to control in the long run. The rubble that to an entrepreneur signifies future opportunities can easily be regarded as a social or environmental disaster to others. Perhaps it is possible then to turn the dilemma of the ruin on its head; maybe the ruin, apart from being the ultimate speculative opportunity, also carries in it a seed of the critique against nihilistic speculative necromancy of decay. Articulation of such a critique means turning the object (ruin) – with its surplus of history and speculative future but lack of the present – into an object (ruin) filled with present value. It becomes the task of discarding the speculative element of the ruin – which basically means eliminating its potential. Only a building with a zero speculative future can be inhabited in the present, such as it is. Since architects are usually regarded as developers of potential rather than its eliminators, this means we’re talking about a structural hindrance of the whole profession.

"We are now forced to see our future as something that must be carved out of the present; pragmatically, incrementally and tactically."

Matias Echanove and Rahul Srivastava of the URBZ collective believe the architectural profession needs to stop projecting instrumental, utopian solutions for the future, and engage pragmatically with messy reality as it unfolds – they propose a new way of practice that would be far more radical and optimistic with their call for architects to get tooled-up, get back in the field and get their hands dirty. And they are leading by example.

URBZ

URBZ is an experimental research and action collective founded by Matias Echanove and Rahul Srivastava, with collaborators in Mumbai, Goa, Geneva, New York, Regens and São Paulo. Since 2008, URBZ has organised collaborative workshops, conducted field research, generated ideas and projects and produced web content about urban space and places. URBZ believes that residents are experts in their neighborhoods and develop concepts, tools and methodologies that allow architects, urbanists and policymakers to tap into that knowledge pool.

Echanove and Srivastava are also the co-directors of the Institute of Urbanology, which has offices in Mumbai and Goa, India. They have authored numerous essays and commentaries and their work has been exhibited from New York to the MAXXI in Rome and the São Paulo Cultural Center.

Matias Echanove studied government and economics at the London School of Economics, urban planning at Columbia University, and urban informatics at the University of Tokyo. Rahul Srivastava studied social and urban anthropology in Mumbai, Delhi and Cambridge, UK.

See from Mumbai, an urban agglomeration of about 20 million people, which generates 20 per cent of India’s GDP, architecture seems like a nice idea that, along with countless other social ambitions, has found little resonance in the contemporary world.
resilient and adaptable model in the city fabric. The spatial configuration responds to the changing nature of family structures and work patterns, for instance the increase in adult children returning to the family home in the face of the housing crisis.

An adaptable frame structure above street level contains the shared homes, which can change, grow and re-code according to future needs. Within this, individual dwellings are articulated and vertical elements give rhythm to the street and a human scale to the city - differentiating them from the usual model for mass housing of monolithic, uniform blocks.

The collision of different tenures and groups reflects the heterogeneous city, the proposal provides a range of different conditions to suit people at different stages in life, incomes and lifestyle preferences. It seeks to interlock two types of community, not “pepper potting” them but allowing opportunities for interaction through mixing space for social activities. In order to create a closer, denser layout of households, shared space is emphasised and privacy provided by the careful treatment of boundaries.

This framework approach provides the physical infrastructure for urban densification, while simultaneously setting up a social infrastructure to support strong communities. The project considers the in-between spaces to be as important as the buildings themselves. The areas between interior and exterior allow for overlapping spaces and functions, and subsequently different social groups. Shared spaces are provided for people to appropriate and collectively shape, increasing the number of their chance encounters and facilitating wider participation in civic and communal life.

“This project considers the in-between spaces to be as important as the buildings themselves.”

Toolkit for Modular Typologies and Spatial Principles: network of passages and "in-between" spaces. © Natasha Reid
Archifutures